HOW TO FIND MY CAR IN THE GARAGE

The garage has 4 levels, descriptively (we hope) labeled:  
GROUND
PLAZA
BRIDGE
TOP

You can enter the garage at the GROUND level from 17th St. and at the PLAZA level from Mid-Campus Dr. The BRIDGE level is attached to the K-State Student Union by a pedestrian bridge.

When you use the elevator, you will notice that each level has a specific color.  
GROUND is YELLOW
PLAZA is PURPLE
BRIDGE is GREEN
TOP is RED

Each level has 5 vehicle paths, numbered 1-5, starting on the West (17th St) side with 1 and ending on the Mid-Campus Drive side with 5. These paths have a sign the color of the level, on the overhead beam, and the number of the vehicle path. Make note of the sign when you park, and you can find the approximate area in which you parked.

So, if you were parked in the South bound vehicle path on the West side of the BRIDGE level, you could look up at the cross-beams and see a green sign that says BRIDGE 1.

Describing this is actually much harder than doing it. We have attached maps and pictures of some typical signs to help you understand what we have done.

Hope this helps you or your guests locate their cars.